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This inWention relates t0 2X-ray tubeS and com 

cerns target or anti-cathode arrangementS there 
for... ~ ~ ~ 

In many X-ray tubeS for*X-1ray therapy the X 
rays utilised for treatment are those Which leaWe 
the front Surface of the .target" or " anti-carthode, 
that is to say the Surface ? thereof on Which the 
catihode ray beam impinges. In a 1relatiWely feW? 
tubeS, on the other hand, and eSpecially in X-ray 

| tubes operating at wery high woltages, these tubeS 
being necessarily the rewerse ofportable and often 
completely immobile ' and bulky, a tranSmission 
type of target has been incorporated. " Such a 
target is comparatiWely" thin S0 that aS itS nahme 
implies X-rayS generated near itS *front? Surface 
can be utilised after being tranSmitted through 
the target. Thus, with a transmission target it 
is possible to utilise for X-ray treatment tW0 Sepa 
rate beams, the one from the front | Surface of 
the target, and the-other "from the rewerSe'. Sur 
face thereof in the direction of the cathode ray 
beam. Such tyWo beams may be directed at any 
angle to each other, in practice usually at right:- 
angles to each other. Thus for treatment;" pur 
poses relatiWely immobile tubes of the kind abOWe 
indicated poSSeSS. Some flexibility in relation' to 
the setting up of a patient With respect to the 
direction of the 2X-ray beam. 
Now it has been found that the character of 

the 2K-ray beams in the two directions mentioned 
in the preceding paragraph is different. " " The 
difference increases With increaSing Woltage. on the 
2X-ray tube. The difference, moreoWer, is only of 
important magnitude for X-ray tubeS Operating 
on really high Woltages, for example. aboWe half 
a, million. WoltS. The transmitted beam emerg 
ing in the direction of the cathode ray beam is of 
greater .. intensity and has greater permetrating 
power than " is the case with the beam emerging 
in almost any other direction. - 
The present invention on the one hand makeS 

available such increased intensity and penetrat 
ing power, and on " the other hand enableS the 
transmitted beam to be caused to emerge at.dif 
ferent angles with reSpect to the cathode beam in 
tubes which will normally be bulky, heaWy" and 
substantially immobile, So that the same degree 
of flexibility of 2K-ray beam direction in relation 
to patients-- being treated is achiewed as in the 
case. of the Smaller · and relatiWely portable loW 
woltage tubeS. ~ 

. . According to- the present imwention the deSid 
erata, .. stated in the preceding paragraph are 
achiewed by employing a relatiWely thin tranS 
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means by Which the cathode ray" beam, in the 
heighbourhood . of the 'target, can be deflected 
from its normal direction to at leaSÜ · one other 
direction, the target moreower being curwed or 

* Shaped So that. the cathode rays in the non-de- · 
flected and the deflected positions fall approxi 
mately at right-angles upon the front Surface of 
the target. There is preferably .aSSociated With 
the aforesaid target, Which is formed of a metal 
of high atomic number or is plated on its front 
face. With . Such a metal, a shield Such as of lead 
or "other X-ray” absorbent material, Which shield 
haS an opening within Which is the ewacuated 
tube throught. Which passes" the undeflected por 
tion of "the cathode ray beam on its Way from the 
cathode to the target. - Said shield moreower has 
a plurality of apertures through Which the trans 
mitted X-rayS can emerge in accordance with the 
condition.. of the deflection of … the cathode ray 
beam." .. Or, alternatively, there may be a, single 
aperture for the emerging X-ray beam. Whilst the 
Shield is rotatable. 
MeanS. for Wariably deflecting the cathode ray 

beam may comprise a magnetic Winding which 
may be housed Within a cawity in the aforesaid 
Shield', ̀ in close proximity to that end of the 
ewaCuated enWelope at Which is disposed the afore 
Said. - curwed transmission type target or, anti 
cathode..." 
In carrying out the inWention according to one 

arrangement thereof . the target may consist of 
Sheet metal bent to cylindrical or approximately 
cylindrical form and haWing itS Open ends closed 
by discs... of metal. " There is thus prowided an 
eWacuated drum-shaped chamber fror?a . Which 
there extendS 1'a.dially the eWaguated tube through 
Which paSS into ...the chamber the undeflected 
cathode rays from the 2K-ray tube cathode. 
The aforesaid cylindrical transmission target 

is.preferably Surrounded by another cylindrical 
member With fianges So as to form around the 
target a jacket through - which cooling fiuid can 
paSS. _The flat disCS or side faces of the drum 
shaped, chamber may be Similarly jacketed for 
cooling purposes. The deflecting coil may com 
prise two partS one on each Side of the drum 
shaped chamber, and if desired iron may be aS 
Sociated. With Such tWo partS of the Solenoid to 
aSSist in producing the field strength requisite for 
deflection. '' 
The Surrounding X-ray shield member may also 

be in the form of a drum-shaped member hawing 
the internal cawity and also the apertures as 
aforesaid. Said Shield conveniently consists of a 

mission target or .. anti-cathode together With 55 Welded Steel chamber' filled With lead or lead Shot 



2 
or other material highly abSorbent to 2X-rayS 
Such as in a, mahner deScribed in the Specification 
of British Tetters Patent, No. 488,147. 

Tf the 2K-1ray shield described in the preceding 
paragraph is rotated about an axis coincident 
with the axis of the drum-shaped ewaCuated 
chamber' for the purp0Se hereinbefore Stated, it 
Will be understood that Said Shield is meceSSarily 
pro wided With an arcuate Slot for instance of 180° 
SO as to permit the rotation of the shield in rela,- 
tion to the anti-carthode drum and rnore par 
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ticularly With respect to the aforesaid ewaculated ~ 
tube through Which the undeflected cathode rayS 
paSS toWards the arati-cathode chamber or drum. 
In Such case there is preferably a Single radial 
aperture in the Shield for the emerging 2K-1rayS S0 
that by deflecting the cathode ray beam by War 
ious amounts and by 1rotating the Shield said 
aperture can be brought into alignment with the 
transmitted >X-ray beam wherewer it may be 
caused to impinge on the inner face of the cy 
lindrical target or anti-carthode. ~ 
There may be optionally proWided a tube haW 

ing a closed end, fixed 1radially With its open 
end communicating with the drum-shaped cham 
ber, at an angle, comWeniently of 90° to the afore 
Said tube through Which the undeflected rays 
paSS to the drum-shaped chamber. Such ar 
rangement proWides a, useful means of dispOSing 
of the cathode ray beam when the 2K-rayS are 
not required since said additional tube attach 
ment may have the cathode rays deflected into 
it, and may be made of metal hawing a relatively 
low atomic Weight and may be relatiWely com 
weniently surrounded by Sufficient lead or other 
2K-ray shielding material. This tube should be 
fluid-jacketed and long enough to alloW the de 
sired thickneSS of shielding lead or the like to 
be placed around it. With this arrangement, 
moreower, it Will be appreciated that the 2K-1ray 
beam may be utilised for treatment ower' .. an 
angle of, Say, 120° or eWen as much as 180°. 

It will be appreciated h0WeWer that the ar 
1rangement described aboWe inWolWing the drum 
Shaped chamber alloWS of the X-rayS being de 
flected in one plane only. This is in general 
Sufiicient Since other degreeS of flexibility for 
treatment can be obtained by reason of ad 
justability incorporated in the couch on Which 
the patient is placed. HoWewer, greater fiexi 
bility of the angle of 2K-1ray beam emergence 
may be obtained by making the anti-cath0de 
Wholly or in part Spherical and Surrounded by a 
Spherical fiuid-cooling jacket hawing means for 
enSuring rapid and eWeh floW of the cooling fduid 
ower the Whole chamber Such as by proWiding 
guiding baffles and/or a plurality of inlet and 
0utlet portS for the cooling fiuid. Deflection 0f 
the beam may be, as preWiously, by meanS of a 
Solenoid which, again, is mounted in the shield, 
Which in this case may be externally substantially 
cubical, said shield being so mounted that it may 
be rotated as desired through tWo axeS Which 
are at right-angleS to each other and paSS 
through the centre of the spherical eWa.cuated 
anti-cathode chamber. In this arrangement the 
Shield may be proWided With a Single conical aper'- 
ture for emergence of the 2X-1ray beam. Then, 
it Will be appreciated, the emergent 2K-ray beam 
may, Within limits, be directed to any desired 
angle by merely mowing the uniWerSally mounted 
Shield Which has the deflecting Solenoid fixed in 
the ca.wity therein. • ' 
In general the amount of deflection depehdS 
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2,292,859 
field and on the Woltage applied to the 2K-ray tube. 
If this Woltage is constant the beam. Will be homo 
gehe0uS and the deflected Spof Will be a little 
|larger than the undefiected Spot. If, howewer, 
the Woltage is not constant; the beam will be 
Spread out into a welocity spectrum, and it Will 
them be poSSible by rotation of the Surrounding 
|lead Shield t0 Select the 2K-rays from the region 
of the least deflected cathode rays. Thus the 
Selected 2K-ray bearn will be more peraetrating 
than WOuld be the beam fron the undeflected 
cathode rays, and Such may be advantageous, 
In the accompanying drawingS diagram 

matically illustrating the imwention by Way of 
tWo examples, 

Figure 1 is a Sectional eleWation of one form 
of the inWention, and 

Figure 2 is a Sectional eleWation of that, form 
taken at right angleS, the target being of drum 
Shape. 

Figure 8 is a wiew Similar to Fig. 2 showing a 
modification. Wherein the target is spherical, 

Fig. 4 is an elaboration. Of Fig., 3 showing 
certain details of structure Which are omitted in 
Fig. 3. 

eferring to Figs. 1 and 2, at if is shown the 
Cylindrical target closed by end discs 2 and sur 
SOunded by the cooling jacket 3 hawing parts 4 
and 5 Whilst at 6 is shown the tube down Which 
the cathode rays paSS into the drum f?, 2. The 
Shield member Surrounding the latter is shown 
at l. This haS the 2K-ray port; 8 and . the slot 9 
to permit the Shield member being rotated about, 
the axis of the drum-shaped chamber II, 2. 
Within the caWity of the shield member T are 
ShoWn in Fig. 2 the tWo portions of the defiect 
ing Solenoid I0. At ll (Fig. 1) is shown the 
Optionally prOWided tube into which the cathode 
ray beam may be deflected when, though the 
2X-ray tube may be still excited, the X-rays are 
temp0rarily not required. · The cur'wed lines [12 
(Fig. 1) are indicative of how the cathode ray 
beam l3 may be Waryingly defiected within the 
drum l', 2 by appropriate excitation of the sole 
noid f0. ~ 
The arrangement illustrated by Fig. 3 only dif 

ferS from that illustrated by Figs, 1 and 2 in 
that the target fld and its cooling jacket 3at are 
Spherical, Whilst the shield member Tia is cubical, 
With a cubical caWity Within which latter are the 
tWO parts of the Sodenoid f0. 

It is apparent; that the · combination of the 
Shield ld and the enclosed target structure forms 
the equivalent of a ball and socket arrangement 
adapted to permit rotary motion of the shield 
about mutually perpendicular axes. The . Iimits 
of Such motion, are Set, of course, by the size 
of the Shield opening 8d, and it may be desirable 
im. Some caSeS to make this opening considerably 
laréer than in the arrangement illustrated. 
The p0SSibility of rotation of the shielding 

Structure about mutually perpendicular axes is 
further illustrated. by Fig. 4 which is in effect; 
an elaboration of Fig. 3. In this case the cool 
ing jacket l3 Which Surrounds the spherical tar 
get ll is in contact With conventional friction 
reducing meanS (e. g. ball bearings I4) which 
alSO bear upon ', a cooperatively positioned part; 
l5 of the Shielding structure [6. Handles [ 
mounted on the Shielding structure make it pos 
Sible for an operator grasping the handles to 
Fotate the Shielding Structure and the enclosed 
deflecting · coils l9 about , the target. R0tation 
about am axis B, aSSumed perpendicular to the 

both on the strength of the magnetic deflecting 75 draWing, ' may obviously be · accomplished by 
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downward pressure on either of the handles 
['T', l. Rotation about the axis A-A (perpen 
dicular to B) may be produced, on the other hand, 
by pulling or pushing on both handles con 
currently. 

It will be understood that the tWo arrange 
mentS Specifically described are giWen by Way of 
example only Since the curWed anti-cath0de may 
aSSume WariouS forms for example, in accordance 
With the characteristics of the particular de 
flecting means employed. 

I claim: 
1. In combination, an X-ray tube hawing a 

Stationary cathode adapted to Serwe aS the Source 
of a cathode ray beam, a Stationary target; With 
at least two materially displaced areaS capable 
of generating X-rays under the impact of the 
Said cathode ray beam, and means for deflecting 
the said cathode ray beam relative to the target 
t0 cause it to be fixed alternatiWely upon one 
or the other of the said areaS, Whereby 2K-1radia 
tioras may be projected from the tube in different; 
directions depending upon the particular one of 
Said target * areaS at Which Said radiationS are 
generated. 

2. In combination, an X-ray tube ha.wing a sta 
tionary cathode adapted to SerWe as the Source 
of a cathode ray beam, a, stationary target; With 
at least tWo materially displaced areaS capable 
Of generating X-rayS under the impact of the 
Said cathode ray beam, Shielding means aSS0 
ciated with said target for - channelizing in dif 
ferent directionS X-rayS generated at the warious 
OneS of Said areaS, and means for deflecting the 
Said cathode ray beam relatiWe to the target to 
cause it to be fixed at the Will of an operator 
upon a selected One of the Said areas. 

3. In combination, an 2K-ray tube hawing a sta 
tionary Cathode adapted to SerWe as the SOurce of 
a cathode ray beam, a, Stationary target with a, 
Surface Which is of conca.We curwilinear contour 
and Which is capable oWer at least a substantial 
portion of itS area, of generating X-rayS under 
the impact of the Said cathode ray beam, and 
beam-deflecting means - Operable at the Will of 
an Operator to fix the said cathode ray beam 
Om Warious Selected partS of the Said Surface, 
Whereby X-radiationS may be projected from the 
tube in different directionS. 

4. In combination, an 2K-ray tube haWing a, 
transmission target of extended · Surface area, 
Which is capable oWer at least a, Substantial por 
tion of its area, of generating X-1rayS under the 
impact of a cathode ray beam, adjustable shield 
ing meanS externally enclosing the Said target; 
for confining the projection of 2K-1rayS from the 
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3 
tube to a Single direction controlled by the orien 
tation of the shielding means, and beam-deflect 
ing means adjustable at the will of an operator 
to fix the cathode ray beam of the Ëube upon 
Warious Selected parts of the target | Surface, 
Whereby through correlated adjustment of the 
Said beam-defiecting and shielding means 2K-rays 
may be projected from the tube in any one of a 
plurality of different directions. 

5. In combination, an 2K-ray tube hawing a, sta 
tionary cathode adapted to serwe as the source of 
a, cathode ray beam, a Stationary target of ex 
tended Surface area, which is capable ower at 
least a Substantial portion of its area, of generat 
ing 2K-rayS under the impact of the said cathode 
ray beam, a magnet, coil in proximity to the tar 
get and controllable at the will of an operator 
to fix the Said cathode ray beam on any one of 
a, number of different; areas of the target Sur 
face, and Shielding means for channelizing the 
2X-rayS generated at any of the said different; 
8?fe8S. 

6. Tn Combination, an 2K-ray tube hawing a, 
hollow, generally Spherical transmission target, 
Shielding meanS Surrounding the target and hav 
ing an 2K-ray perwious portion for facilitating 
the egreSS of X-rays through the shielding means, 
the Said Shielding means hawing at least two axes 
of pOSSible rotation which are at right angles 
to each other and which pass through the center 
Of the target whereby the said X-ray perwious 
portion may be brought into proximity to various 
Selected areaS of the target, and beam-deflecting 
meanS controllable by an operator for fixing the 
cathode ray beam of the tube on warious areas 
of the target corresponding to areas which may 
be Subtended by the said portion of the shielding 
1163.S. 

'. Tn combination, an X-ray tube hawing a 
hollow tranSmiSSion target, shielding means sur 
rounding the Said target and having an X-ray 
perWiouS pOrtion for facilitating the egress of 
2X-rayS through the Shielding means in a single 
direction, the Shielding means being adjustable 
tO Wary , the location of the said X-ray pervious 
portion, and a magnet coil in proximity to the 
Said target for Wariably deflecting the cathode 
.ray beam of the tube ower the Surface of the said 
target in dependence on the orientation of the 
coil, the coil being mowable with the said shield 
ing means, Whereby through concurrent adjust 
ment of the coil and of the shielding means the 
region of generation and the direction of egress 
Of 2X-rayS from the Said tube may be simultane 
ouSly controlled. 

THOMAS EDWARD ATLLBONE. 




